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Class Subject Chapter Topic Web link

Nur English

2.08.21

3.08.21

4.08.21

5.08.21

(My Alphabet
Tree 0A)
LETTER F, B

My sound
Tree (Level-
A)Letter f, b

(My Alphabet
Tree 0A)
Letter Q, U

My sound
Tree (Level
A) Letter q, u

(My Alphabet Tree 0A)
Letter F  Pg no. 20,21

Letter B Pg no. 8,9
(Read the words begins with the letter F and
B)
Learn the poem

My sound Tree (Level A)
Trace the letter with your
Finger (Pg no. 10) . (Please do not write
anything in the book with the pencil. Only
trace with your finger.)

The song and sound of letter 'f 'and 'b' to be
taught from the Jolly phonics. Encourage neat
work. Use crayons.

(My Alphabet Tree 0A)
Letter Q Pg no. 52,53
Letter U Pg no. 64,65
(Circle the pictures that begin with
letter Q and U)
Learn the poem

My sound Tree (Level A)
Trace the letter with your finger(Pg no.
11).(please do not
write anything in your book with the pencil.
Only trace with your finger)

(Go to play store and
download the Jolly
phonics lesson app)
Students should practice
the sound and songs of
the letter from this app.

https://youtu.be/CaywS
_FK4wE

https://youtu.be/Gmrj5-
70xV4
https://youtu.be/Uah3Jv
hppRI



6.08.21-
7.08.21

9.08.21

10.08.21-
11.08.21

12.08.21

Story Telling

(My Alphabet
Tree 0A)
Letter J

My sound
Tree (Level
A) . Letter j

(My Alphabet
Tree 0A)
Letter Z

My sound Tree
(Level A)
Letter Z

The song and sound of
letter q and u to be taught
from the Jolly phonics. Encourage
neat work. Use crayons.

Watch the video from School Website

Letter J pg no. 32,33
(Read the words begins
with letter J)
1. Identification of letter.
2. Circle the correct picture.
3. Write the first letter of the picture given.
Learn the poem

My sound Tree (Level A)
Trace the letter with your
finger Pg no. 12

(My Alphabet Tree 0A)
Letter Z Pg no. 74, 75
(Read the words begins with
letter Z)
1. circle the picture that begin with
letter Z.
2. colour all Zs with the colour green.
Learn the poem

My sound Tree (Level A)
Trace the letter with your
finger (Pg no. 12).(Please
do not write anything in the
book with the pencil. Only trace
with your finger.)

The song and sound of
letter Z  to be taught from
Jolly phonics. Encourage neat work. Use
crayons.



13.08.21

14.08.21

16.08.21-
17.08.21

18.08.21-
20.08.21

Story Telling

(My Alphabet
Tree 0A)
Letter W

My sound
Tree (Level
A).
Letter W

(My Alphabet
Tree 0A)
Letter V

My sound Tree
(Level A)
Letter V

Story telling

Watch the video from school
Website

(My Alphabet Tree 0A)
Letter W Pg no. 68, 69
(Read the words begins with
letter W).
Colour the pictures
Learn the poem

My sound Tree (Level A)
Trace the letter with your finger
(Pg no. 13)

The song and sound of
letter W to be taught from
Jolly phonics. Encourage neat
Work. Use crayons.

(My Alphabet Tree 0A)
Letter V - Pg no. 66, 67(Circle
the picture that begins with
letter V) .
Read the words begins
with letter V.
Colour all Vs with the colour blue.

My sound Tree (Level A)
Trace the letter with your
finger (Pg no. 13) .

The song and sound of letter
V to be taught from Jolly phonics.
Encourage neat work.

Watch the video from school website.



23.08.21

24.08.21-
26.08.21

27.08.21-
27.08.21

30.08.21-
31.08.21

REVISION

REVISION

REVISION

REVISION

Revision
1.Circle the picture in each row
that begins with the sound of that letter.
2.Match the pictures to their
beginning letters.
3.Say the names of the pictures
and trace their beginning letter sound.

Revision

MATHS 2/8/21
L10 : Let Us
Revise
Page 30

3/8/21
Children will
write number
on the slate
1,2,3,

4/8/21
They will write
number  1  in
the copy

5/8/21
They will write
number  2  , 3
in the copy

1   2  3

1

2 3



6/8/21 to
10/8/21
L11: Square.
Children will
revise the
RHYMES
Page 31
Children will
follow the steps
and draw a
dinosaur.
My number
Book Complete
Page  11

11/8/21
Activity
Making
Collage work
on the shape
Square.
Activity based
on numbers.
Revision   of
Rhyme based
on Square

12/8/21  and
13/8/21
Draw Beads
Page 31

1 :
2 :
3 :
4 :



16/8/21
And 17/8/21
My Number
Book
Page  12
Trace  number
5 and count
the pictures

Nunber 5
Children will
trace number
with your
index  finger
Children  will
use slate to
write number
5
Page 78 Learn
the rhymes

18/8/21
Page 32 Trace
and learn
number 5
Find  and
circle number
5
They will
count the
pictures given
in page 33

19/8/21 and
20/8/21
They will
complete Page
No 34



23/8/21
Page No 35
They will
complete

24/8/21
Let us Revise
Complete Page
36

25/8/21
Complete Page
no 37

26/8/21
Children will
write number
5 in the copy

27/8/21
Activity :
Revise
whatever done
in the book
Do neat work



5

GENERAL
AWARNE
SS

LESSON18:
Who is flying?

Who is flying?
Pg no.41,42
Q1. Can you fly?
(Yes/No)
Q2. What can fly?
Q3. Why can they fly?
Q4. Are all that fly alive?
Q5. Are they living beings?
Q6. So what all can fly?
Identify all the items in the picture .Let the
children identify each one of them.

(Make a model of a hot air balloon and show
how it flies.Kids can get some toys and one
Corner can be decorated with various  flying
machines or toys.)

Watch the video from the School  website.

https://youtu.be/DLwzvr
bcAqw
https://youtu.be/NEG5N
nLqlno

LESSON 30
People who
help us

People  who  help  us
Pg no. 64,6
Ask the  children how they come to school .
Start with the driver ,then their school guard
uncle, then school gardener, then the
ayadidi’s, then the teacher, the electrician, the
plumber, the carpenter, the vegetable / fruit
sellers, the grocery seller, the doctor and
nurses and so on .

Now come to the book and Discuss the
various



ACTIVITY

LESSON:36
Right or Wrong

Activity
Fancy  dress based on People who help us.
Every child will Introduce the character she/he
has become.
Teach the class to sing the National Anthem.

Right or Wrong
Pg 76 , 77
Tell a story  about  two friends.
One who lies and the other one who always
says the truth. Ask them to tell who is right
and who is wrong . Once they answer the
question open the page and tell them a story
on each situation and ask them what is right
and what is wrong  and do the  sticker activity .

DIRECTOR ACADEMICS


